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Licoricia of Winchester 

History teaching resources written by Hampshire’s HIAS History 
adviser, Sarah Herrity are being made available via Hampshire’s 
History Curriculum Centre. 

 

Through this three lesson enquiry students will discover 
what the extraordinary life of Licoricia of Winchester reveals 
about medieval society and how it treated its Jewish 
community. They will explore how the experience of 
medieval Jews changed over time and why. Students can 
also examine how and why Licoricia’s perceived 
significance has changed over time.  

A second, two lesson enquiry, explores the medieval history 
of Winchester to discover what it reveals about the 
experience of the Jewish minority who lived there. It 
provides a meaningful local study and familiar context in 
which to learn about the attitudes, power structures, 
relationships and events that affected their lives. 

 

Cost £50.00 (provides password for access to the 

materials) 

The password will be emailed to the e-mail address 
provided on our order form (see below right) and an invoice 
for the cost will be issued. 

For more details contact the History Curriculum Centre via: 

Tel: 01962 874802 

E-mail: history.centre@hants.gov.uk  

To order please complete an order 

form: 

https://tinyurl.com/history-order-form 



Glimpse inside:  

Some of the resources 

that are part of the 

Licoricia and Winchester 

enquiries on medieval 

Jewish history.  

They will support 

enquiries focussed 

around questions of 

historical significance, 

change and continuity, 

similarity and difference 

and historical 

interpretations. 

 
 
 
 
The enquiries 

 

 

The purpose of the resources is to: 

• support the development of a more representative KS3 history curriculum that reflects the diverse 
histories of the people of Britain and tackle some of the myths and misconceptions around 
medieval Jews that continue to impact Jewish communities today in order to promote tolerance 

• provide exemplification of medieval migration for KS4 GCSE, including the experience and impact 
of migrants in Britain  

• provide a meaningful local study on Winchester’s royal and Jewish medieval past  

• exemplify concepts such society, kingship, trade, Church, minority, tolerance, persecution, 
othering in a medieval context 

• support the development of disciplinary knowledge around questions of historical significance, 
change and continuity, similarity and difference and historical interpretations. 

 


